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 Catalogue 2018/2019 

 Large fireworks display by Allstar Fireworks 

Welcome to our latest catalogue for the 2018/2019 season. 

We are changing the way we sell fireworks to our customers, this is due in part to the large number of displays we fire 
around the 5th November. We closed our showroom at The Stables at the end of 2016, However WE WILL STILL BE 
SELLING FIREWORKS. We now offer you the option of Placing your order on line (Click & Collect) or pre order by 
telephone on 01895 435000. Your order will then be packed and made ready for you to collect and pay. 

We are streamlining our product range by removing a number of smaller items but keeping many of the popular larger 
display fireworks. Most now have video clips to help you choose.

Our range of fireworks have been chosen for their performance and reliability to give you the best display possible, we will 
back that up with a “Replace for free guarantee” if your firework fails, please ring us for full details. 

All our products comply with C.E Regulation EN15947 so that you can buy with confidence. 

All prices include VAT and are subject to availability 

Allstar Fireworks Ltd. 
The Stables, Goulds Green, 
Hillingdon, Middlesex, UB8 3DG 
Tel 01895 435000 
Fax 01895 447561 
E-mail sales@allstarfireworks.co.uk 
Web www.allstarfireworks.co.uk 
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Rocket Singles
3oz Super Show Effects include silver crown, crackling, gold blink, willow and 

peony.
£8.90

6oz Ultra Stunning bursts, strong colours, effects including noise and 
crackling, 

£17.00

4oz Mega 2000 Big payload, 4oz rockets, huge bursts including green, silver, 
gold blink, willow etc. 

£18.00

The Hulk(Xtreme)6oz -  4 effects Available Professional effects, sky filling, including red glitter, willow, 
brocade crown, gold willow to blue. 

£18.00

Rocket Packs

Kingsize - 4 Pack 4 different effects within one firework show. £11.00

Dark Salute - 5 Pack Black powder report rocket. £12.00

Xcite/ Starlight - 10 Pack A great selection of 10 assorted rockets including blue peony to 
crackle, red peony to crackle and gold peony to crackle.

£12.50

Sky Dragon (Sky Burst) - 6 Pack 6 great effect rockets including crackling flower, green coconut, 
blink willow, silver brocade. 

£17.50

Luna Rocket - 14 Pack Excellent bursts including yellow to blue peony, silver blink, 
cracking red, gold willow.

£25.00

Screaming Banshee - 3 Pack Whistling silver tails to white/gold/strobe/white glitter. £45.00

King Cobra - 5 Pack Big breaks, colourful effects, including palm, crackling willow 
blocker and gold bouquets. 

£55.00

Rock n Roll (Twist & Shout) 16 shots of red, green and blue tails rising to red stars to crackle 
with a multi shot finale.

£7.50

Jumping Jack Flash 16 shot red stars with crackling to green bouquets and blue 
stars with red, green and blue tails. 30 seconds.

£7.50

Blinking Gauntlet 12 shots of animated blue to red to silver tails with blue gold 
blink bursts.

£10.30

Phantom 20 shot Large mines of silver gold and crackling rising to red silver blink 
brocade bursts. 

£10.60

Screamix 225 Shot Missile Cake Mini whistling tails to crackling stars. £11.00

Thor's Ti Crackle 19 shot brilliant titanium crackling comments, low noise. £11.70

Cosmic Rain 16 colourful shot tails including red, green and blue bursting to 
multicoloured peonies.

£12.00

Blast Off Low noise barrage of 10 shots of huge glittering titanium tiger 
tails.

£12.75

Falcon Frenzy (Bird of Prey) 25 shots of crackling dragon tails changing to multi-colour huge 
bouquets with a rapid fire finale of 10 shots. 45 seconds.

£12.80

Thunder King 25 Shots of loud flashing reports. £14.50

Close Encounters (Twilight Zone) 25 shot cake red and greek tails to silver spinners and whistles. 
LOW NOISE

£15.50

Rebel (Knock Out) 25 large shots of red, green, white & blue with crackle mines 
changing to crackling bouquets above. Great effects lasting 
about 40 seconds.

£15.50

Multi-shot Barrages
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Moonstomp Alternating shots of blue peony with blue tail and orange peony 
with blue tails and silver crackling.

£16.00

Acid Rain 25 Shot. Golden willow horse tails with multicoloured tips.  30 
seconds with an impressing spread.

£16.75

Angle Dust Sparkling red and gold glitter comet tails burst to lemon peonies. 
25 seconds.

£16.75

Imperial blink 21 shots big bursts of slivers tail to silver blink, red tail to red 
blink, green tail to green blink and gold tail to gold blink. 25 
seconds.

£17.30

Wave Willow 19 shot blue tails to golden wave willow breaks. 30 seconds. £17.35
King of Palms 15 shot huge red blinking tails rising to titanium palms with 

green and red strobe. 
£18.00

Crown 500 19 shot massive red and green strobing tails to huge bursts of 
golden palm and white strobes. 

£21.40

Sapphire Crown Stunning brocade mines to huge brocade crown bouquets. £24.60

It’s A BOY! Blue Peony, Blue Tail
(Gender Reveal Cake)

Professional Effects. 25 shot big bursts of blue mine to blue tail 
with blue peony bouquets, 20 seconds.

£25.80

It’s A GIRL! Pink Peony with Tail and 
Mine (Gender Reveal Cake)

Professional Effect Range, 25 shots of vivid pink mines to bright 
pink peony breaks. 20 seconds.

£25.80

Coco 50 Shot. Multi-Coloured effects with a spinning hypnotic tails. £26.00

Starburst 50 shot cake with amazing effects and an astounding price. £26.00

Silver Spinner to Red Blink Professional Effect 25 shot silver tourbillion spinners up to big 
breaks of red blink. 20 seconds.

£27.30

Monsoon Blast 50 Shot. Spinning crackling tails to bright bursts of red, green, 
blue crackling bouquets.

£27.90

King Midas 35 Shot. Stunning blue tails to massive bursts of willow red 
blink, green blink, blue dahlia, purple peony. 

£30.65

Blaze of Glory Large calibre shots of red, green, blue, gold crackling. Nearly 1 
minute duration.

£31.50

Tornado (Time Warp Transformed) 36 shot, crackling tails with red crackling stars to green 
bouquets to blue bouquets. 60 seconds.

£35.00

Twister (Tempest) silver flashing tails to multi-coloured bouquets, blue starts to 
gold fish, whistles, crackles, reports and silver flashing tails. 60 
seconds.

£35.00

OMG 25 shot large bore. Thick Glitter Tails before breaking into a mix 
of vibrant multi-coloured effects, including Willows, Brocades 
and Crackle in Blues, Greens and Reds.

£38.00
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Arabian Nights 36 shot crackling brocades with green stars, red crackles, blue 
stars with gold brocades. 45 seconds.

£42.25

Ice Breaker 100 shot, mixes cool colours with vibrant effects. £42.25

Pinnacle 100 shot. big red, green, silver blinks mines with massive bursts 
of sea blue mine with silver blink, lemon pearls with red blink, 
gold palms and blue stars and titanium silver chrysanthemums.

£52.75

Matrix 49 shot.  30 seconds. With multicoloured tails of blue, red and 
green, breaks of brocade crown with blue peony stars, crackling 
bouquets with blue pearls.

£54.00

Multi-shot Barrages continued

Finale Barrages
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Fanned Barrages

Whistling Waves Excellent lower noise angled barrage with volleys of glittering 
gold mines to coloured pearls and high pitched whistles.

£19.00

Beijing Willows 25 Shots of gold, crackling willow leaf with blue mine, crackling 
palm with blue mine, crackling willow with blue mine.

£37.50

Blink Tail Silver Butterfly Pro Range, z firing 42 shot barrage offers stunning silver 
blinking tails to silver butterflies with blue stars. 30 seconds.

£37.60

Typhoon (Cyclone) 49 Shot. Silver spinning butterflies with deep red glittering mines 
pulsating from left to right.

£41.20

Intimidator 60 shot, Vibrant colours and dazzling effects. Features truly 
massive bursts and a stunning glitter crackle finale.

£56.00

Snow Storm 50 Shot. White strobe mines with white waterfall cascades. £58.00

Prism 120 shot. blue tail to blue star colour fish; red wave chrys; 
green wave chrys; white strobe; rocade crown; golden willow 
red green strobe; red tail to brocade crown chrys. 55 seconds.

£59.40

Alien Invasion Low noise unique silver crackling mine with red strobe and blue 
and silver flying fish.

£60.00

Phoenix Rising (Soaring Eagle) 100 shots of crackling corkscrew tails twisting into the night 
changing to large multi coloured breaks above with quickened 
finale for a sky filling duration of 40 seconds

£60.00

Conspirators of 1605 (The Gunpowder 
Plot Barrage)

1100 shot, crackling tails to multi-coloured breaks, crackling 
mines to crackling bouquets, red and green tails to silver 
spinners. 70 seconds.

£60.00

U.F.O (1000 Bees Swarming) 100 large shot of multi-coloured bees. 40 seconds. £64.20

Wild Wolves (Wolf Pack Barrage) 100 shot. coloured mines with multi-coloured crackling burst. 40 
seconds.

£65.00

Paranormal 64 Shot including whistles, flying fish, falling leaves, coloured 
tails to brocade, silver, crackling willows to time rain bouquets.

£66.00

Salvo Storm (Vortex Volley) 64 Shot. Volley fire of 4 large bore shots of dragon tails to 
crackling flowers, to red palm trees with white glitter, to crackling 
dragon eggs, finishing with volley fire of 8 huge green palms 
with white glitter & whistles. 40 seconds

£66.20

Midtown Madness 71 shots, mix of straight up and corner screeching fan breaks. 
This cake will be sure to be a firm favourite.

£74.80

AF61 Spectacular 61 shots, Features a range of effects including Red and Green 
crackling flowers, Purple/Green/Blue peonies, Red stars with 
White glitter and crackling tails with large crackling breaks.

£76.80

Claymore Blacklabel 100 shot, Featuring crackle lift mines, dragon eggs, fireflies, 
super brocades and coloured stars. Widely used in displays by 
professionals.

£81.00

Zombie Battles 150 shot, 3 cakes in 1, straight and fan with a full spectrum of 
colours, including Blue, Red, Green and Silver glitter.

£90.00

Fields Of Fire 4 cake compound silver blink mine to red, green and purple 
wave, golden palms, wave willow with red stars, blue mines to 
titanium burst and golden palms with red and green blink. Green 
mines to burst and red stars with crackling, titanium silver 
chrysanthemums. 90 seconds.

£92.00

Legend Immense 135 shot show stopping display of red dahlia with 
silver glitter, brocade crown with glitter and blue with gold glitter 
all in 30 seconds.

£132.00

Finale Barrages Continued
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Single Ignition Barrages
Trojan Spirit 100 shot and 1 minute 10 seconds. Effects include big silver. 

blue and green blink mines into breaks of red, green, purple and 
titanium gold palms with silver blink into blink mines with wave 
willow bursts with red and blue stars to mine breaks with red 
stars and crackling with a titanium silver chrysanthemum finale.

£75.00

Optimise 126 shots of spectacular effects over 90 seconds from blue 
stars and flying fish, purple bouquets, whistling and crackling 
tails, spinners and purple and green crackling bouquets.

£77.00

Chain Reaction 170 shots colour tails to blue star silver fish, white strobe, red 
and green stars, lemon blue stars, silver tail whistling, red tail 
red palm crackling; red tail red strobe blue star; green tail purple 
star green strobe; golden tail to golden willow crackling; blue tail 
to blue star silver fish; silver tail crackling. 2 minutes

£78.00

2 Minute Celebration (2 Minute 
Spectacular)

Stunning large bore multi-shot cakes fire rows at over 100ft of 
crackling dragon eggs, gold tin to red peony, gold tail to green 
peony, gold tail to blink peony, gold tail to colour peony finishing 
with a thunder finale.

£79.00

Phantom (2 Cakes) 210 shot. strait, fan and V shape. Kaleidoscope of colours, 
crackles, glitter with big finale.

£90.00

El Paso Whistles, bangs and crackles. Colour and noise. 2 minutes. £98.00

3 Minute Celebration (3 Minute 
Spectacular)

Ideal for wedding and celebrations this multi-shot cake sends 
stars stover 100ft and has a finale of cracking dragon eggs. 
Please note some items fire quicker and may be shorter than 3 
minutes, however still spectacular. 

£108.00
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Mega Wave 119 Shot.Immense burst of red tails to red blue peony plus other 
effects including glitter green and purple peonies. 

£61.50

Midtown Madness 71 shots, mix of straight up and corner screeching fan breaks. 
This cake will be sure to be a firm favourite.

£74.80

Tidal Wave (Wonder Wall) 100 shot. red tails to purple and green stars, glittering green 
tails to blue stars, yellow tails to yellow stars, silver glittering 
tails to golden willow, whistling tails to blue stars and silver fish, 
red/green/blue tails to red wave, green wave, blue crackling 
stars, coloured mines to cloud stars, whistling with green glitter 
to whistling tail to crackling flower. 45 seconds.

£77.00

Fanfare (Angled Gunpowder Plot) 100 
shot

100 Shot. Wide angled spread version of our best selling 
Gunpowder Plot. each row of 10 fired in a volley together 
creating excellent spread and mix. starting with crackling tails 
and red stars, crackling stars to green bouquet, crackling tail to 
blue peony, white mine to white bouquet, green mine to geen 
bouquet, red mine to red bouquet, crackling mine to crackling, 
green tails to spinner and whistles and whistling crackling tail to 
white bouquet. All this in a duration of 30 seconds. Stunning.

£79.00

Zombie Battles 150 shot, 3 cakes in 1, straight and fan firing effects with a full 
spectrum of colours, including Blue, Red, Green and Silver 
glitter.

£93.00

Coliseum (Colossus) 80 Shot. Massive brocade tails to stunning huge brocade crown 
breaks pulsating from left to right.

£94.00

Fanned Barrages Continued
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Candles And Candle Barrages
Britannia’s Waves 56 Shot - 7 x 14mm Candle Bundle in patriotic colours £10.00

Brazilliant 56 Shot - 7 x 14mm Candle Bundle Gold strobe tails to bright 
green strobes

£10.00

Twilight Strobe 56 Shot - Low noise gold tails rising to white glitter strobes. £10.00

Blue Stream 56 Shot - Rapid firing blue stars. £10.00

Crackling Parade 175 Shot - Rapid firing crackling comets. £10.70

Brocade Crown Parade 175 Shot - Rapid firing glittering brocade comets. £10.70

Rainbow (Illusion) 280 Shot - Multi-coloured twinkling stars. (low noise) £11.00

Royal Palms 300 Shot - Blue stars with gold trailing tails. £31.00

Mines

Chaos Huge eruption of red streak mines to large silver strobe breaks 
with red peonies.

£10.20

Mayhem Huge flash of brocade glitter mines into large brocade crown. £10.20

Havoc Eruption of coloured peony mines to a titanium crackle finish. £10.20

Wheels

Hypnotica Spinning wheel with white, red, green and yellow effects. £10.85
Siberian Wheel (Revolution) Powerful and fast wheel with multiple stages including red, gold,  

green, yellow and titanium white. 
£13.20

Fountains

Crazy Cone 70 seconds. brilliant blue pistils and titanium flower, to gold 
crackling with red and green pearls to a titanium crackle with 
red and yellow stars.

£12.00

Conic Silver Fountain Large fountain. Silver showering wall of sparks, 50 seconds £13.35

Tricano Fountain This unusual fountain reaches approximately 6 feet high with a 
triple layered shower of sparks rising through blue pears to 
silver glitter and topped with golden leaf. 60 seconds.

£14.00

Super Etna Fountain 80 second silver volcano fountain £14.35

Spinning Lotus Flower Must be seen to be believed! Spinning on axis while horizontal 
and vertical fountains emmet silver plumes up to 5 meters.

£35.35

Allstar Fireworks Ltd. 
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Selection Boxes, Display Packs, Sparklers & Miscellaneous 

Spinner To Thunder 10 Shot Slice Professional quality instant 10 shot slice with massive single 
effects of big silver spinners to titanium thunder breaks.

£13.25

It’s A BOY! Blue Peony, Blue Tail
(Gender Reveal Cake)

Professional Effects. 25 shot big bursts of blue mine to blue tail 
with blue peony bouquets, 20 seconds.

£25.80

It’s A GIRL! Pink Peony with Tail and Mine 
(Gender Reveal Cake)

Professional Effect Range, 25 shots of vivid pink mines to bright 
pink peony breaks. 20 seconds.

£25.80

Star Gazer (Star Chaser) Selection Box A great assortment of brightly coloured fountains and roman 
candles effects

£15.65

Moondust (Moon Fleet) Selection Box fantastic selection fountains, romans candles and rockets. £23.50

Jupiter Rising Selection Box Large selection of colourful fountains offering great variety and 
entertainment for all the family.

£28.25

Fusion Selection Box Based on bigger effect and high visual impact containing 3 
fountains and 7 cakes with effect including crackle flower, 
butterfly, whistles and fish.

£55.00

10″ Gold Indoor Sparklers 5 pack £1.00

Sparklers Gold Jumbo gold sparklers, pack of 6 £1.70

Sparklers Neon Jumbo neon sparklers, pack of 4 £2.00

Portfires Professional type firework lighter. burn time approx 5 minutes. £1.00

Wax Torches Appox 60 minutes. Ideal for processions. £2.75

Chinese Flying Latern Large Flying Lantern £5.00

Glow Sticks/ Necklaces Tri Coloured Glow sticks - Tube of 50 £25.00

Allstar Display Packs 

Bespoke displays designed and packed to order are available. Please contact us for more 
details either via phone (01895 435000) or e-mail sales@allstarfireworks.co.uk 

All fireworks are subject to availability. 
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